Welcome Letter

Greeting delegates! It’s a pleasure to be able to greet you all to the IX Conference of DALE
Nicaragua 2022. My name is Brandon Ha and I’m currently the director of all English
committees. As a junior in the American Nicaraguan School, debating has always been a
passion of mine and most importantly, a hobby I learned most from since early age. With
overflowing experience at DALE, HACIA, and MUN, I recognize debating as an art as well
as something essential to be able to continually flourish democracy around our world.
Though I admit that this conference is not the way we all imagined it, I'm sure you will all
have a great time with the great committee directors you all have been assigned to. After all,
our team has given its all to be able to provide you all with the best conference ever.

Acknowledging your interest and passion for debate, I wish you best of luck in your journey
here at DALE!
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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTORS
Welcome! It is a pleasure to have you as future members of the Press Corps. We are happy
that you have an interest in the world of journalism and its significant impact on the world.
As is already known, freedom of the press is an indispensable human right, and we want to
make this known at this conference. In a world full of information at the palm of our hands, it
is easy to know what is happening in our environment, and it allows us to see beyond what
we would never imagine. By seeing the different ways in which journalism works in our
society, whether from television, web pages, or the newspaper, we can conclude that this is an
art in which the author himself must express what happened, in the most concise way and
direct to the reader, creating a range of ideas or opinions, and cultivating critical thinking in
each individual.
We want to reach the limit of written persuasion since we firmly believe that a writer can
change a reader's critical and emotional thinking in a matter of words. It is for this reason that
the committee of the Press Corps, this year, will have new rules and freedom to follow what
they believe is correct, as long as it is informed with the truth first and foremost. Any point of
view will be taken into account since we believe that the most brilliant ideas come from a
collection of errors, and we will help in any way possible to bring out any intellectual gift.
Seeing the various forms in which journalism manifests itself, we seek that our delegates
open up and experience what this art has to offer, remaining steadfast and dignified and thus
exercising the right to freedom of the press. Journalism goes beyond just writing and reading
the news; it knows the reader's soul through audiovisuals and creativity itself. Without
anything else to say, we are infinitely grateful for your interest, and we look forward to seeing
you at this ninth DALE congress.
Sincerely, Ana Carolina Bendaña Peña, and Janice Torrez Ramos.
Co-directors of Press Corps
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INTRODUCTION TO PRESS CORPS
In the Press Corps committee, delegates participate in the most significant decisions
coming from world-renowned organizations through different news agencies. Participants
improve their knowledge, reading, and oral comprehension; they explore the different ways
in which events can be disseminated through audiovisuals and their creativity and their
writing skills, playing the role of a real journalist. We invite our delegates to keep an open
mind and be ready for any challenge thrown at them.

It is not enough to mention that we are a bilingual committee, which allows us to have
a wide field for journalism, both in English and in Spanish. By experimenting with the events
of each committee, the press delegates should spread these news in the most creatively and
innovatively way possible, thus making it attractive to their audience. That is why the Press
Corps is the perfect committee for cultivating critical thinking and the disposition to any
circumstance. We hope that our delegates will take this work seriously and professionally and
with great enthusiasm to try different ways in which it can document and the articles they will
have to compose. By exercising press freedom, delegates will be able to interview committee
members, investigate other topics, including the DALE congress in general, and take part in
press and crisis conferences. In Press Corp, our delegates will have a wide but authentic field
in the Press Corps, and we primarily invite you to keep an open and critical mind.
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WHAT DOES THE WORK OF THE DELEGATES ON THE COMMITTEE
CONSIST OF?
Our delegates will explore different media and be responsible for informing the public
about each event they will cover during the congress. Previously before the congress, the
delegates appointed to this committee will receive practices in which they will be able to
have a brief introduction and obtain a basic knowledge of how to write an article with its
format and structure, the regulations during the conference, and how they can spread their
news (the Instagram account @dalepresscorps will also be shared with them). By doing this,
we hope to help our delegates feel comfortable and safe at the conference.
In this way, they will have a great sea of opportunities to expand their creativity freely
in the way they please while exercising their work as a journalist in the most appropriate way.
We invite our delegates to keep an open mind to any circumstance and take advantage of it by
doing original work.

DESCRIPTION FOR THIS COMMITTEE

During the conference, we decided to make relevant changes, so the participation of
each delegate is convenient and in favor of everyone. It is why we will give less importance
to our Instagram page or any social platform in our name to emphasize the events of each
committee. Also, as part of activities on social networks and the role of the delegate as a
journalist, recorded interviews will be allowed on our platforms, always complying with the
professional structure of your agency. In addition, if opportunities are favorable,
French-speaking delegates who will cover mainly the French historical cabinet may be
included.
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This year, our delegates must complete a total of 4 articles so that they have more
freedom to include and experiment with various forms of journalism, such as the use of
infographics, video editing, among other things. For this reason, during this conference, there
will be more Crisis involvement; It is currently a committee that creates last-minute
simulations for quick-fix thinking, and we will have them continuously available this year.
Thus delegates will have moments when they must work under pressure and in a relatively
short period.
On the other hand, the delegates will create articles with partial objectives of the
assigned agency so that the author's skill is notorious when sharing their criticisms and, thus,
changing the reader's point of view towards an indifferent or contradictory objective from
their original idea. Accordingly, delegates are asked to refrain from fully trusting the
information given to avoid confusion between crises or misinformation.They are allowed to
search for their “truth” by browsing in external places in order to finish their political,
historical, personal background, or in a case where it is a trial. However, they should also cite
your articles if they look to other sources to avoid plagiarism. In addition, team activities will
be carried out on the part of our staff, and we will avoid tension and/or misunderstandings
between our delegates.
It is proposed to do a group activity within the realization of one of the articles; one of
the final articles can be the collaboration between agencies, and 3 or 2 groups will be made
(depending on the number of delegates) so that they can finish a report in less time.
As a conclusion point; We encourage our delegates to do their best with passion; this
would include venturing out, experimenting, and going outside the box as documenting the
opening and closing ceremony; it is necessary that during the conference, they let their
curiosity flow and look for a way to excel. Ideas are always welcome.
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RULES TO FOLLOW
1- Delegates cannot start the conference with articles already written, only those made within
and during DALE will be taken into account.
2- In DALE plagiarism is not tolerated, each work must be individual.
3- Closing deadlines must be respected, no extra time will be given.
4- Unless the conference has started and the committees give their approval for interviews, no
delegate is allowed to interrupt the debates that are taking place.
5- Delegates can only remove a debater from the same committee twice.
6- All content published on digital platforms must be appropriate and in relation to the
subject.
7- Follow the basic values: respect, honesty, tolerance and responsibility.
8- In addition to writing articles, delegates can send videos, photos and podcasts.
9- The delegates will have access to the Instagram of the Press Corps as long as it is used
responsibly.
10- Take that into account! Delegates should follow the perspective of their news agencies
and their political stance.
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ACTIVITIES DURING THE CONFERENCE

During the conference, the delegates will play the role of journalists and will be able
to choose the committees to visit in order to understand the topic and recognize the
information given by the delegates. However, they must notify the press directors which
committees they will join on both days during different time series. If you want to change
during the congress, you must always let us know, and we must be conscious of where each
person is during the conference.

Additionally, it will be notified how many committee delegates are allowed to enter in
one day. Delegates will be instructed to read about each committee before deciding which
one they want to go to on both days. They will elect 3 to 5 committees per day, and they have
every right to return to a committee. Delegates will be notified every time there is a crisis
since it is recommended that they attend, interview, and document what happens there. Later,
respecting their criteria and opinions, the delegates can start with their articles without
neglecting their agencies' perspectives and form of writing. Articles must be written in the
official language of the chosen agency and with its representative structure. In total, four
written articles will be created, and one of them will be in a group and an extra activity that
will be counted as its fifth article.

GENERAL STRUCTURE TO FOLLOW IN THE WRITING OF ARTICLES

On the first day, delegates will be indicated to create two articles to spare time for the
third activity. Articles must have a minimum of 300 words and a maximum of 550 words.
The head of each document where the delegate must write his article must integrate the
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agency's logo, date, time, name, Times New Roman font size 12 (except for the letter for its
title and subtitle ). The first article will be due at noon on the first day, and the second will be
at the end of the day. On the second day, the first article will be for noon, and the second will
be for two hours before the awards ceremony.

Your articles must start with a striking title, an intro of the situation you will be
covering, the development of the ideas (here you may include quotations, interviews,
statistical data mentioned by the delegates, among other things), and a wrap up with how the
situation ended up or how it is going on. We also encourage you to take pictures and videos,
as these may be useful material for our social media, and include them in your articles.
Adicionalmente, recuerde citar al final del artículo o en alguna foto que no sea suya si usted
buscó información en lugares externos. Please be aware of how your agency writes their
articles, what kinds of things they are interested in, their logo, and the format used. We highly
advise you to experiment with all your potential.

We will not accept late articles; however, if there is an emergency with a valid excuse,
we will do our best to extend fifteen to twenty minutes. Our delegates must optimize their
time well and meet all our expectations. If the delegate fails to deliver on time without any
excuse in advance, they must accept their consequences maturely and professionally. It is
necessary to bring your laptop and charger and your mobile phone or professional camera.
Additionally, our delegates may use social platforms to exercise our responsibility and
judgment when making posts and/or comments when different social platforms.

During this activity, everyone must access the Press Corps Instagram; their
publications regarding the third article will be published in their respective stories; more
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information will be provided during the conference. The last two articles will be delivered on
the second day, the first will be individual, and the second will be created with shared
information; that is, a union of agencies will be made. Delegates need to work with discipline
and order when they are present at discussions. Remember to address the debaters and
directors with respect, ask for permission to ask questions to the debaters, and do not
interrupt the debates; Any doubt, question, or interview will be asked through the
representative directors of your committee.

NEW TEMPORARY WORK STRUCTURE: UNION OF AGENCIES

During this year's conference, it has been decided that there will be new activity
among the Press Corp delegates. This activity will consist of contributing ideas between
agencies to finish an article in less time and with greater access to the topic addressed. Better
called "union of agencies"; It will consist of making 3 or 2 groups of 5 participants (or less,
depending on the number of delegates) who will agree to join a committee of their interest.
They will have to cover every possible point and perspective to create an article and come up
with various arguments and content. Commonly you would be asked for a maximum of 550
words, but for this last article, 600 words will be your minimum.

We do not want a long report or a different formal structure; the delegates must
respect the steps and parameters they have been using throughout their previous articles.
However, knowing that there will be more than five delegates, each must contribute to
writing or finding resources for the news. With this activity, we ask for communication skills,
responsibility with time, proactivity, and, in the best sense of the word, respect. Although we
favor the representation as a team, delegates must bear in mind that they have to stand out
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individually in each vignette they have to write or in each image they must explain. This
teamwork will be used as a personal advantage, and it is up to the delegates to use it as such.

The article will be delivered as the second and last of day 2 of the conference, that is
why we have decided to make four articles in total so the delegates will have at their disposal
the afternoon of the second day. Having explained the reason a priori, articles will not be
accepted after the cut-off time.

ESSAY CONTEST

In DALE we believe that the power of writing gives us an insight of the things that matter the
most in today’s world. Surprise us with your outstanding skill! Your chairs will evaluate your
essay with the following parameters:

To participate you must send us your PDF to our email presscorps@dale-nicaragua.com.

The essay must be either in APA or MLA format and must have a number of 700-900 words.
The headline must have: student name, the date, email address, school name, committee, and
number of words. If you have any external research used for this essay, you must cite your
sources well. Any form of plagiarism will revoke you from the contest.

Due date and topics for the essay competition can be found on the website and you may
choose one of the topics. Of course, you will be able to see the prompts and guiding questions
to help you through your essay.
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We expect exceptional work from you!
Any questions or concerns, don’t be afraid to email us.

ART CHALLENGE

Art is a magnificent way to let our imaginations fly by and experiment through the process.
We invite you to participate and show us your talent.

To participate you must send us your PDF to our email presscorps@dale-nicaragua.com with
the following information:

-

Headline: Student's name, email address, school, age, grade, and committee.

-

Title of your artwork (optional), and a description of your artwork composed of
150-200 words.

-

Photo of your artwork

Due date and topics for the art challenge can be found on the website and you may choose
one of the topics. Of course, you will be able to see the prompts and guiding questions to help
you through your artwork.

2D and 3D artworks are completely accepted. Feel free to use oils, watercolor, acrylics, clay,
photography, etc.

If it’s a painting or something alike, it must be 40 x 50cm.
An artwork per delegate.
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Videos and podcasts won’t be allowed.
Artworks need to be brought to the conference, and an exposition will be held where
delegates will be voting.
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IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALISM IN DALE

Individualistic thinking has a great weight within social networks and reading
consciousness; these are primarily through articles related to politics and/or human morality.
It is essential to be responsible for what an individual wishes to convey to a general audience,
populated mainly by independent individuals who are attentive to actions that carry power. It
is for this same reason that journalism is destined to open doors to expression and adequate
information. Journalism within DALE not only feeds writing minds to use their words
carefully but can also be used to either an advantage or a disadvantage for the delegates of
different committees. This conference is a vivid experience of what journalism is in real life.
The reader's thinking will depend countless times on reading an article.

We hope you feel able to be representatives of the Press Corps at our next DALE
conference. We are very excited about your participation; Any doubt, question, or comment,
our email will always be at your disposal.
Our email: presscorps@dale-nicaragua.com

Any questions or concerns, don’t be afraid to email us.
Greetings,
Ana Carolina Bendaña Peña and Janice Torrez Ramos.
Co-directors of Press Corps
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